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Committee Notices

continued

CONTEST DIRECTORS for the 2023 Nationals.
The Committee has received a rescue offer that
would handle the Cd’ing of Vintage Free Flight at
the next Nationals. The offer arises from the lack
of volunteer CDs that resulted in VFF events being
cancelled last year and comes from the Free
Flight Special Interest Group which uses the same
flying area as Vintage Free Flight.
While this offer is much appreciated, and will be
taken up if necessary, it would do much to
preserve the autonomy (and dignity) of VFF if we
could handle our own affairs without having to be
bailed out by another Special Interest Group.
For this to happen, we need volunteers to cover
four flying days. As was made clear last year, the
job need not fall on one person - splitting it
beween up to four volunteers can be done.
Early notice of the next Nationals gives dates of
1st to 6th January, 2023. The four VFF days are
likely to be the 2nd to 5th January.
Planning for the Nationals will begin shortly, so if
you wish to help, please advise the Editor within
the next ten days.

MANAGING COVID RISK at Vintage rallies
Prior:
A vaccine pass will be required to attend - both
flyers and visitors
Do not attend if feeling unwell
On arrival at flying site:Report to the CD and show
your Vaccine pass
Use hand sanitiser at the CD station
Record your name on flyer/visitor record
During the rally:
Maintain a reasonable separation throughout
Use hand sanitiser regularly
Inform the CD if there are actions occurring that
you believe place others at risk
After the rally:
If you develop COVID symptoms within days of
attending the rally, please notify the CD
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Coming Events
April 9 - 10
Thames Blackfeet, Ngatea
Contact: Martin Evans
martinevansnz@gmail.com

April 23 - 24
Nth Shore MAC

North Shore Model Aero Club, 60 Green
Road, Dairy Flat, Auckland. We will
comply with the Government's criteria of
the day. Currently we are requiring
vaccine passports for our events that
could have an attendance between 25
and 100.
Contact: Robert Berger or David Wilkins
021.513.075

May 21 - 22
Tuakau MAC

With the ever-changing Covid
situation, it would be wise to check
with the contact person whether
the event is still being held.

Contact: John Butcher
jjbutcher@xtra.co.nz
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April, May, June 2022

Vintage and Free Flight

NATIONAL DECENTRALISED PROGRAMME
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All but one of the events at this
year’s Waikato Champs can use
Vintage designs, and even E36
has seen a converted Miniature
Replica Stratostreak.
Vintage designs are popular in
Aggegae. Photographs show three
from last year’s Aggregate event.
Richard Fallas Tomboy, Bryce
Gibson Ebeneezer, and Bernard
Scott’s Tomboy.
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Nationals Open Rubber

1st - David Ackery (no photo available)

Right:
Antony Korben
2nd Open Rubber
Lanzo S�ck 1940
Far Right:
Bryce Gibson
3rd Open Rubber
Tubestake IV

Right:
Bernard Sco�
4th Open Rubber
Bo Jess
Far Right:
Graham Lovejoy
5th Open Rubber
Urchin 1960
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Wayne Lightfoot’s Nationals

WAYNE campaigned Nostalgia and Classical designs in rubber events.
Top Left: 1964 Miser designed by John Malkin. Built by Brian Roots and used by
him in the 1965 World Champs. Restored by Wayne.
Bottom Left: 1958 Specialist, Joe Bilgri.
Middle: 1950 Cd’H designed by Etienvre, used in Mini Combined
Right: Even small rubber models need a lot of tack - background legs optional.
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A quiet moment, for some, at the Nationals
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From MAN April 1966, a candidate for Classic Power or Classic Combined
For test flights, try to
throttle the TD down
a bit and use no more
than a three-second
motor run. Don't
throw the model hard
on test flights . . .
launch gently into the
wind with nose up
about ten degrees.
GO-GO should climb
out fairly steeply in a
right spiral. If there is
any tendency to roll
in to the right, add
more left thrust or a
small power trim tab
or the wash-in
mentioned
previously. If you
donʼt correct a
tendency to roll to
the right, you will find
yourself beginning
again at the start of
Ranji Crumble
this ©
article.

©

Ranji Crumble

©

Ranji Crumble

Automatic servo connection
in Dayle Montgomery’s
1946 Keil Kraft Competitor.
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Automatic Servo Connectors

Above Uncovered Nomad tailplane reveals the plugand-play system of servo connection that Dayle calls
the “Fork and spade” method.
Right

Stages in making the connectors.

Dayle Montgomery

Its fuel exhausted, the Nomad’s nose was pushed down to prevent a stall and was centered on the rough
runway, long deserted and now sprouting weeds in the cracks between its concrete slabs. But Dayle
could see that vegetation would not be the only obstacle ... a herd of camels was nonchalantly ambling
into the Nomad’s line of silent descent !
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HEDY LAMARR
Co-inventor of frequency-hopping radio transmission
Better known for her silver screen exploits, Austrian actress Hedy
Lamarr (born Hedwig Eva Maria Kiesler) became a pioneer in the
field of wireless communications following her emigration to the
United States. The international beauty icon, along with co-inventor
and composer George Anthiel, conceived a secret communications
system to help combat the Nazis in World War II.
By manipulating radio freqencies at iregular intervals between
transmission and reception, the invention formed an unbreakable
code to prevent radio frequency communications from being
intercepted or jammed.
Lamarr and Anthiel received a patent in 1941 but it was shelved by
the military until long after the war was over. The significance of
their invention was not realized until decades later when, during the
Cold War, it was resurrected and put into practice for military
communications. It was used on naval ships during the Cuban
Missile Crisis and subsequently emerged in numerous military
applications. By then the original patent had expired and she and
Anthiel never received any compensation for their invention which
is estimated today to be worth hundreds of billions of dollars.
The "spread spectrum" technology that Lamarr helped to invent
would galvanize the digital communications boom, forming the
technical backbone that makes cellular phones, Blue Tooth, WIFI,
and other wireless operations possible.
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The
Challenger
H. A. Thomas
Air Trails May 1941

Built by HA’s sister and
flown by her to such effect
that it was claimed “Out in
Little Rock the fair sex is
mopping up contests”
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SCALE TEXACO ?
Arup
FULL SIZE: 1933 Cloyd Snyder
MODEL: 1936 Gordon Englehart

Large trailing edge control surfaces were
mixed for pitch and roll control. In the S-2
version, above, roll was boosted by
movable, semi-circular wingtips.
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Three Questions
[1] Member of the British Union of
Fascists in the 1930’s and inducted
into the International Air and Space
Hall of Fame in 1980. He was ... ?

[2] Charles Rolls, he of Rolls
Royce fame and founder of the
Piercing Gaze Society for Young
Gentlemen, made aeronautical
history in what manner?

[3] Don’t we all?

Answers last page
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AVANZ News goes Sporty!
Your Editor does a pretty good job of tugging at the
heart strings. Old things that resonate. “Sporty” on
the last edition cover does that for me in spades.
“Love to build that….” But wait, there are at least six,
make that twelve, other models in the queue already
– not another one! Yeah, but maybe it would make a
good little article for the next edition of AVANZ News if
I share the journey to making an old model by using
new technology (laser cutting a short kit) in an
analogue sort of way?
A trip to Outerzone and the plan pdf was found.
Opened that in Adobe and printed it on my Epson A3
inkjet in poster format/draft quality to save ink. Voilà!
Plan sheets from Outerzone

Now the old-fashioned way to go modern. I could take
the time to trace it in the software but experience has
shown that to be quite slow and for a simple model like
this there are only a few key parts. Whoops, a quick
count suggests about 24 separate images with some
used several times. Maybe 30 with tips, etc. It would
be easier to scale these from the plan and re-enter
them into CAD, getting better control over dimensions
this way. (Actual tally of all parts was nearer 100 with
about 40 repeats!)
Entered a set of measured points for Rib 1 into
DesignSpark Mechanical, my preferred CAD tool, and
copied that for Rib 2. A bit of editing of slots then
export as a DXF into Lightburn which drives the laser.
LB makes quick work of adding labels then creating
multiple copies. Check out the two screen photos
below of these stages. Time so far, 45 minutes from
the start.
Ribs entered into DesignSpark

Richard Fallas, NSMAC

Ribs duplicated
Back after a quick lunchtime adjournment and now for
the wing tips and the fuselage pieces.
I worked through the wet afternoon and did a bit more
of the same with the fuselage parts. Here they all are
in groups ready to be laser cut on different thickness
sheets.
I’ll need to get some 1mm ply for this, but am also
laminating some of the 3.2mm parts in 1.5mm balsa in
two pieces for economy. The pylon parts are quite
awkward to get the grain orientation correct so I had
to play around with join lines to get a suitable sized
panel for 3.2mm cheeks. Here is where I had got to
by dinner time, to add to the wing parts above .......
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Fuselage parts, will be split prior to cutting

Pretty well all the parts cut out in 1.5, 3.2mm balsa
and 1, 3.2mm ply.

Fancy bespoke wing spars in hard 3.2mm balsa.

Now, a bit of spreading the good word. Here are two
sets of parts – the bagged up set could be heading your
way if you turn up at the Waikato FF Champs on 30th
April. I will build the other set “one day”. Maybe in time
to take to England on the possible trip there in June?
Two complete kitsets!
In total, I probably spent about four hours to find and
print the drawing, measure and capture the majority of
the parts in CAD and lay them out for laser cutting. Not
ultra-fast as I had a few false trails, but this stuff does
take time. The screen shot above gives some good
detail of what Lightburn offers on its Interface. There is
quite a bit to learn. As with most software, the common
tools are learned quickly and obscure ones may never
be mastered. Now for some cutting!
The photos nearby are from the end of the process.
Slightly over two days start to finish, with maybe half
that doing other things. That said, its worth repeating this stuff does take time. Of course next time would be
quicker, but not instantaneous. Issues along the way
included re-discovering that birch ply is a pig to cut on
the laser, even 1mm stock. The glue seems resistant.
After persisting with many passes I eventually called a
halt and cut the last 0.5mm by hand. Other plywood is
fine.

As you can see, some parts have dropped out showing
a clear cut. Others require slight bit of help with a sharp
knife as the grain was harder in spots. It’s a trade-off of
number of passes for all to be clear cut vs just enough.
Also, I had my usual whoopsies in not quite placing
panels in the right place and some went over the edge.
All in all though, a success. Plus, I learned a few
techniques. For example there is a neat “offset” tool
just as in AutoCAD… but I have discovered that it will
offset multiple lines at once – a new one to me. That
came up while delving into another “problem” and going
further than I needed to. This system makes very
accurate parts and if designed cleverly they can be selfjigging. I decided to create bespoke spars with cut-outs
for ribs to ensure accurate spacing, as well as
scalloping the upper surface and aligning the ends to
match the dihedral braces. The little pairs of “slot lines”
were copied along using the offset tool.

I hope this has been of interest and follows on from my
article in December’s issue of Model Flying World.
Sporty would make a great little free flight or radio
assist model - and Vintage qualifying of course! It was
new to me so thanks to Bernard for his inclusion in
AVANZ news and particularly the great cover.
Richard
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CROSS DRESSING MODELS
After a full morning’s flying, that petrol engine can leave a mess on the model.
A thorough clean-up job is required for this one ... or is it?
Mike Mulholland’s begrimed model is a clever deception. It is rubber powered with
imitation engine and exhaust residue. Built for an event promoted on Hip Pocket
Aeronautics for models using a power source different to that on the original.
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THE SGT MAJ

EROMODELLIN? .... EROMODELLIN? SO YOU FINK YOOD RARVER BE
EROMODELLING THAN DRILLIN HUP AND DARN TH’ SQUARE WIF ME?
AWL REET THEN, AVE I GOT SOME TIPS ON DRILLIN FOR YOU, M’LAD ...

WAIT FOR IT .... .... CENTRE DRILL YOR DOWLING LIKE THIS
v

HAND ... ... ERE’S OW TO NOT
DRILL TOO MUCH, THO I RECONS
THERE’S NO SUCH THING AS TOO
MUCH DRILLIN
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Answers
[1] Alliott Verdon Roe of
AVRO Aircraft Company.
[2] In 1910, when aged
32, Mr Roll’s Wright Flyer
shed its tail in flight. His
death was a British first
that was to dissuade one
Thelma Higgins (Mrs), of
47B Broad Lane,
Upperthong HD9, from
flying until 22nd July
1957.

Never no bleedin
walkies no bleedin more
now ‘es a bleedin
aeromodeller

[3] Yes, of course.
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